THE LETTER

(Bay, 2019)

By FRED AND GINGER p,2,1:52.4f; 3,1:48.4f; 1:47.3 ($1,054,244) by Real Desire p,3,Q1:51. Sire of 1 in 1:50; 11 in 1:55; 19 in 2:00 including SHNTZLEDOSOMETHIN p,4,1:49.1 ($748,712), HILLTOP GINGER p,4,1:51.2 ($75,352), SKYWAY ROYALTY p,3,1:53.3 ($52,955), MYSTICAL THREAD p,4,1:53.1f ($61,816), GIGIWILLFLY p,4,1:54.3f ($46,871), etc. Oldest foals are Five-Year-Olds in 2020. 2020 Two-Year-Olds include FURTY FREEDOM p,2,1:53.2, GINGERBRED GIRL (M) p,2,2:01.2h.

1st Dam

SUN N MOON BT1:57.2f by Dragon p,3,1:51.1-$160,174), etc. Dam of 5 of racing age including: 

DAENERYS HANOVER p,2,1:55.5; 3,1:55h; 4,1:52.1; BT1:51.3 (m, Camluck) ($135,604), 12 wins. At 2, winner ONSS Grassroots at Flamboro and Mohawk, leg Ontario Autumn P. (second in leg) at Mohawk. Racing and a winner in 20.

DISH HANOVER p,3,1:52.0h; 4,1:54.2f (m, A Rocknroll Dance) ($61,212), 5 wins. Racing.

DOODAD HANOVER p,2,1:56.4h; 3,1:53.3f (Betterm’s Delight) ($32,132), 5 wins. Racing.

2nd Dam

THE LETTER p,3,1:54.3f; 4,1:52.4 (Dragon Again) ($772,486). 9 wins. At 2, winner Goshen Cup, elim. Metro at Hoosier. Racing.

3rd Dam

SUN N MOON p,4,1:52.3 (Dragon Again) ($15,069). 3 wins at 3.

Engagements

Indiana Sired - Indiana Sires Stakes - Indiana Sired LC - Indiana Fair S. - ISFA Elite

Adios - Arden Downs - Bluegrass - Breeders Crown - Care P. - Hoosier #85 - Horseman #113 - Messenger - Standardbred